
Submission to a GTA Technical Committee 

Instructions  
Please complete all sections of this form to ensure the Committee receives a clear indication of the issue and 
your recommended course of action.  

Proposal from: 

GTA Member name: 

Contact details: 

Date submitted:  sent, via email, to GTA at submissions@graintrade.org.au 

NOTE  
Submissions will be published on the GTA website unless there is a request not to, based on confidentiality. 
GTA publishes submissions:  

1. to aid industry in understanding the issues on a particular topic; and
2. as a method for submitters to check that their submission has been received.

Issue - outline what the issue is. 

Impact on Member Business - detail how the issue affects the business operations of not just your business but 
other GTA members as well.  

Recommendation - detail your recommendation to address the issue. 

Members who Support this Submission - list other GTA members who support this submission. Insert their 
name and contact person with phone number. 


	Text1: Sean Barker on behalf of GrainCorp Operations Limited
	Text2: GrainCorp Operations Limited
	Text3: 
	Text4: 28th July 2017
	Text5: a) Whether or not Estimated Pool Returns (EPRs) should be made available or published by Pool Providers while a Pool is open for contracting, and whether the TGD should specifically prohibit the availability or publication of EPR’s while a Pool is open for contracting.
	Text6: Estimating grain prices 10 months out is a difficult art to say the least and accordingly it is not uncommon for pool providers to fail to reach their optimistic initial estimates. Optimistic EPR's at contracting can attract tonnes away from sound cash bidders (who have a 100% cash payment), with little more promise than an estimate. Lofty EPR's are in themselves an ill-managed marketing tool.
	Text7: GrainCorp recommends EPR's at contracting be eradicated. GrainCorp has no concern with historical performance being used as marketing or any other sound, delivered result being used for marketing.
	Text8: 


